It's Ryan "The Orchid Guy" here again :-)
In today's newsletter, we're going to answer two
of the first questions you might be asking when
it comes to getting your orchid to rebloom.
The first is, "How OFTEN is my orchid supposed to
bloom in a year??"
And the second is, "How LONG is my orchid
supposed to bloom each time it flowers??"
If you're having problems getting your orchid to
bloom, BEFORE trying to figure out whether you're
doing something wrong, it's important to know the
natural blooming cycle of your particular orchid.
Some varieties only bloom once a year, and their
blooming period can be quite brief!
That being said, there are many "tricks" you can
use to get your orchids to bloom more often...
and longer each time. And I'll teach you a few
of those techniques in later issues of this
newsletter...
For now, let's look at those two very important
questions in more detail: How Often? & How Long?
Naturally, the answer to both of these questions
depends on the the type of orchid you're growing.
So, for the purposes of today's newsletter, let's
look at the differences between two common
varieties - Cattleyas & Vandas.
Cattleyas, in spite of their popularity typically
only bloom once a year, during either Spring or
Autumn, and usually only for 7-12 days each time.
Vandas, by contrast will bloom 2-3 times a year,
in all seasons, and usually 30-90+ days each time!
What a difference, right?
That's why it really pays to know which varieties
offer "the best bloom for your buck" :-)
In our book, "Orchids Made Easy" we provide a

handy chart with blooming details of all the most
common orchid varieties to help you make smart
choices when choosing your next orchid - so you
won't waste your time on varieties that only
bloom for a couple of days...
(unless you enjoy a challenge) :-)
We also share with you a few secret varieties
we've discovered that actually produce NON-STOP
blooms, ALL YEAR LONG!
(we couldn't believe it either, until we tried
these varieties for ourselves on the advice of a
fellow orchid maven. Now my wife calls these
guys our little "Energizer Bunnies"... because
they keep going, and going, and going...)
If you'd like to learn more about the book (even
if you're just curious) please click on the
following link:
http://www.OrchidsMadeEasy.com/TheBook.html
Thanks for reading... and many more tips to come!
To healthy, vibrant blooms,
Ryan "The Orchid Guy" :-)
P.S. - Reblooming aspects aside, if you'd like to
have a comprehensive orchid reference guide
(everything you really need to know about orchids,
all in one place), then you will LOVE our Orchids
Made Easy book.
Would you kindly take a moment to look at the
link below?
(The book is fully refundable if you have any
problems whatsoever - and you're backed by our
ironclad 6-Month 100% Money-Back Guarantee.)
And for those of you who might be a little
nervous about ordering something over the
internet, please note that we provide simple
step-by-step order instructions which assume no

computer knowledge.)
Anyway - here is the link below:
http://www.OrchidsMadeEasy.com/TheBook.html
Thanks again!

